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I finished high school in my hometown Tiszaföldvár, Hungary in 1984, was admitted to university, and graduated in
1989. I was employed by Department of Mathematics of Nyíregyháza College in 1990 as a lecturer. Under supervision
of Árpád Száz, doctor of math.sci.of Debrecen University, I defended my thesis Connected and well-chained relator
spaces in 1992 for the degree of university doctor. Jenő Deák, candidate of math.sci., of Rényi Research Institute of
Mathematics and György Szabó, candidate of math.sci., of Debrecen University were the opponents (certificate no
1288-IV59/1991). The main results include characterizations of those two notions in generalized uniform spaces. Due
to the change in the scientific degree system, in 1993 Professor Béla Bódi, university professor of Debrecen
University, doctor of math.sci., established the subprogramme Group rings and applications in the new PhD school,
to where I was admitted. After the successful final exam I defended ny thesis Lie properties of the group algebra and
the structure of its group of units in 1997. Béla Csákány, doctor of math.sci. of Szeged University and és László
Márki, doctor of math.sci. of Rényi Research Institute of Mathematics were the opponents. In this way I was awarded
the degree Doctor of Philosophy (certificate no. 8/1997.PhD.) summa cum laude. The minister appointed me the title
of college professor in 1999. The first years of the new millennium brought many changes in the higher education
system, introducing the Bologna process and BSc-MSc degrees, and I was mainly concerned with teaching, Recently
I began group theoretical examinations on automorphisms of p-groups, and also joined Professor dr. habil. Czeslaw
Baginski of Byalistok Technical University (Poland) in his work on the isomorphism problem. I contributed talks at
several international conferences. I am the editor of AMAP Nyiregyhasiensis, an electronic journal included in EMS
site. I am the member of the Commons of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the János von Neumann Society of
Information Technology. I have been the reviewer of Zentralblatt (Karlsruhe) since 1996. I was the supervisor of more
than 40 diploma works at BSc level.

